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Model repair is an essential topic in model-driven engineering. We present typed graph-repair pro-
grams for specific conditions; application to any typed graph yields a typed graph satisfying the
condition. A model graph based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), short EMF-model
graph, is a typed graph satisfying some structural EMF-constraints. Application of the results to the
EMF-world yields model-repair programs for EMFk constraints, a first-order variant of EMF con-
straints; application to any typed graph yields an EMFk model graph. From these results, we derive
results for EMF model repair.
1 Introduction
In model-driven software engineering, the primary artifacts are models [23, 8]. Models have to be con-
sistent w.r.t. a set of constraints, specified for example in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [15].
To increase the productivity of software development, it is necessary to automatically detect and resolve
inconsistencies arising during the development process (see, e.g. [14, 11, 13]).
To enable automated model repair or model completion, we look for an algorithm that - given a meta-
model with two constraints and any model satisfying one of the constraints - creates another model





M := M′d := d∧d
′,
meta-model MM
with constraints d,d′, . . .
Figure 1: General idea to model repair
If we have such an algorithm, the process can be iterated: Using the model satisfying two constraints, and
a new constraint as input, the algorithm creates a model satisfying the conjunction of three constraints,
and so on. This iterative approach is necessary in handling large conditions. In each step, one condition
is handled. If all steps terminate, and in all steps the preceding conditions remain preserved, we can
*This work is partly supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG), Grants HA 2936/4-2 and TA 2941/3-2 (Meta-
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be sure that, after the consideration of all finitely many conditions, the conjunction of the conditions is
satisfied. If after one step a preceding condition is violated, the condition must be considered again and
the process may be come non-terminating.
In this paper, we represent a meta-model as a type graph, the instance model as a graph typed over
the type graph, and first-order constraints as a typed graph constraint, equivalent to a first-order graph
formula [20]. Given a typed constraint, we extract a typed program from the constraint, called repair
program, such that the application of the typed repair program to an arbitrary typed graph yields a typed
graph satisfying the constraint.
For small (basic) constraints, we extract a basic repair program directly from the constraint. For larger
(proper) constraints, the repair program is composed from basic repair programs. For generalized proper
constraints repair programs for subconditions may be used for the construction. For conjunctive con-
straints we take repair programs for the components and compose them to a typed repair program, pro-
vided that there is a sequentialization that preserves the preceding constraints. For disjunctive constraints
we need a repair program for one component. Altogether, for so-called legit constraints, we can construct
a repair program. These constructions are done in the M -adhesive category of typed graphs with E ′-M -
pair factorization.
A model graph based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [24], short EMF model graph, is a
typed graph satisfying some structural EMF constraints. Application of the results for typed graphs to
the EMF world yields model completion programs for EMFk constraints, a first-order version of the EMF
constraints, such that the application to a typed graph yields an EMFk model graph. The results known
from typed graph repair are applied to EMFk model repair and EMF model repair.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we review the definitions of typed graphs, typed
graph conditions, and typed graph programs. In Section 3, we introduce the concept of typed repair pro-
grams and show that there are repair programs for a large number of conditions, so-called legit conditions.
Application of a typed repair program to any typed graph yields a typed graph satisfying the constraint.
In Section 4, application of the results to EMF-world yields model-repair and completion programs for
EMFk constraints, a first-order variant of EMF constraints. From these results, we derive results of EMF-
model repair and completion. In Section 5, we present some related concepts. In Section 6, we give a
conclusion and mention some further work.
2 Preliminaries
In the following, we recall the definitions of typed graphs, graph conditions, rules and transformations,
graph programs, and basic transformations [2, 6, 17]. In the following, our concepts are based on [2].
For simplicity, we ignore the attributes.
A directed graph consists of a set of nodes and a set of edges where each edge is equipped with a source
and a target node.
Definition 1 (graphs & morphisms). A (directed) graph G = (VG,EG,sG, tG) consists of a set VG of
nodes and a set EG of edges, as well as source and target functions sG, tG : EG → VG. Given graphs G
and H , a (graph) morphism g : G→ H consists of total functions gV : VG→ VH and gE : EG→ EH that
preserve sources and targets, that is, gV ◦ sG = sH ◦gE and gV ◦ tG = tH ◦gE . The morphism g is injective
(surjective) if gV and gE are injective (surjective), and an isomorphism if it is injective and surjective. In
the latter case, G and H are isomorphic, denoted by G∼= H .
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Convention. Drawing a graph, nodes are drawn as circles and edges as arrows. Arbitrary morphisms are
drawn by usual arrows→, injective ones by →֒.
A type graph (with containment) is a graph with a distinguished set of containment edges, and a relation
of opposite edges.
Definition 2 (Type graph). A type graph T G = (T,C,O) consists of a graph T , a set C ⊆ ET of contain-
ment edges, and a relation O ⊆ ET ×ET of opposite edges. The relation O is anti-reflexive, symmetric,
functional, i.e., ∀(e1,e2),(e1,e3) ∈ O, e2 = e3, and opposite direction, i.e., ∀(e1,e2) ∈ O, s(e1) = t(e2)
and s(e2) = t(e1).
Convention. The drawing of a type graph is obtained from the underlying graph by marking every
containment edge ( ) with a black diamond at the source, and adding, for every pair (e1,e2) of
opposite edges, a bidirectional edge ( ) between the source and the target of the first edge with two
edge type names, one at each end.

















Figure 2: Type graph for Petri-nets, adapted from [27]
The type graph consists of the nodes PetriNet (PN), Place (Pl), Transition (Tr), Token (Tk), place-to-
transition arcs (PTArc), and transition-to-place arcs (TPArc), written inside the nodes, and the edges
places, trans, and tok. The distinguished containment edges from the PetriNet to the Place (Transition,
PTArc, and TPArc)-node are marked in the graph. The opposite edge relation relates the edges from the
PTArc (TPArc)-node to the Place (Transition)-node of type src and the Place (Transition)-node to the
PTArc (TPArc)-node of type out.
Assumption. In the following, let T G = (T,C,O) be a fixed type graph.
A typed graph over a type graph is a graph together with a typing morphism. The typing itself is done by
a graph morphism between the graph and the type graph.
Definition 3 (typed graphs). A typed graph (G, type) is a graph G together with a typing morphism
type : G→ T . Given typed graphs (G, typeG), (H, typeH), a typed graph morphism g : G→H is a graph
morphism such that typeH,V ◦gV = typeG,V and typeH,E ◦gE = typeG,E . For a node v (an edge e) in G,
typeV (v) (typeE(e)) is the node (edge) type.
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Convention. Given a typed graph (G, type), we draw the graph G and put in type information: For a
node v in G, we depict the node type typeV (v) inside the node; for an edge e in G, we depict the edge
type typeE(e) near the target node of the edge e. Each edge with edge type containment edge is marked
as a containment edge. For every pair of nodes whose type nodes are connected by an opposite edge, an
opposite edge is added. For each pair (v1,v2) of nodes in G for which typeV (v1), typeV (v2) are connected
by an opposite edge, a bidirectional edge between the nodes with two edge type names, one at each end,
is added.
Assumption. In the following, all graphs are typed over T G and all morphisms are injective.
Note. Typed graphs (over T G) with containment and morphisms form a category GraphsTG. This is
M -adhesive and has a E ′-M pair factorization [5, 3] where M is the class of injective morphisms
and E ′ is the class of pairs of jointly surjective morphisms. M -adhesiveness implies the existence of
pushouts (used in Definition 5 and Lemma 1); E ′-M pair factorization is used in the shift construction
in Lemma 1.
Typed graph conditions are nested constructs, which can be represented as trees of morphisms equipped
with quantifiers and Boolean connectives. Graph conditions and first-order graph formulas are expres-
sively equivalent.
Definition 4 (typed graph conditions). A (typed graph) condition over a graph A is of the form (a) true
or ∃(a,c) where a : A →֒C is a real inclusion morphism, i.e., A⊂C, and c is a condition over C. (b) For
a condition c over A, ¬c is a condition over A. (c) For conditions ci (i ∈ I for some finite index set I)
over A, ∧i∈Ici is a condition over A. Conditions over the empty graph /0 are called constraints. In the
context of rules, conditions are called application conditions. Any morphism p : A →֒ G satisfies true.
A morphism p satisfies ∃(a,c) with a : A →֒C if there exists an morphism q : C →֒G such that q◦a = p










A morphism p satisfies ¬c if p does not satisfy c, and p satisfies ∧i∈Ici if p satisfies each ci (i ∈ I).
We write p |= c if p satisfies the condition c (over A). A graph G satisfies a constraint c, G |= c, if the
morphism p : /0 →֒ G satisfies c. A constraint c is satisfiable if there is a graph G that satisfies c.
Notation. Conditions may be written in a more compact form: ∃a := ∃(a,true), false := ¬true,
∀(a,c) := ∄(a,¬c), and ∄ :=¬∃ . The expressions ∨i∈Ici and c⇒ c
′ are defined as usual. For a morphism
a : A →֒C in a condition, we just depict the codomain C, if the domain A can be unambiguously inferred.
The following is done in the framework of M -adhesive categories. Rules are specified by a pair of
morphisms, interface morphisms, and an application condition. By the interfaces, it becomes possible to
hand over information between the transformation steps. In contrast to [25], our vertical morphisms are
injective.
Definition 5 (typed rules & transformations). Given a category C , a (typed) rule ρ = 〈x, p,ac,y〉 (with
interfaces X ,Y ) consists of a plain rule p= 〈L ←֓ K →֒R〉 of morphisms l : K →֒ L,r : K →֒R, morphisms
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x : X →֒ L, y : Y →֒ R, the (left and right) interface morphisms, and a left application condition ac over L.
The partial morphism i : X →֒Y with i = y−1 ◦ r ◦ l−1 ◦ x is the interface morphism of the rule ρ .
If the domain of an interface morphisms is empty or the application condition ac is true, then the
component may not be written.
A direct transformation from G to H applying ρ at g : X →֒ G consists of the following steps:
(1) Mark a morphism g′ : L →֒ G, called match satisfying the dangling condition, such that g = g′ ◦ x
and g′ |= ac.
(2) Apply the plain rule p at g′ yielding a morphism h′ : R →֒ H .
(3) Unmark h : Y →֒ H , i.e., define h = h′ ◦ y.
X L K R Y
DG H
T G









Figure 3: A direct transformation
The application of a plain rule is as in the double-pushout approach [3] in the category of typed graphs.
A plain rule p = 〈L ←֓ K →֒ R〉 is applicable to a graph G w.r.t. a morphism g′ : L →֒ G, iff g′ satisfies
the dangling condition: “No edge in G−g′(L) is incident to a node in g′(L−K).”
The semantics of the rule ρ is the set JρK of all triples 〈g,h, i〉 of a morphism g : X →֒ G, a morphism
h : Y →֒ H , and a partial interface morphism i : X →֒Y with i = y−1 ◦ r ◦ l−1 ◦x. Instead of 〈g,h, i〉 ∈ JρK,
we write g⇒ρ ,i h or short g⇒ρ h.
The dangling edges operator. For node-deleting rules ρ , the dangling condition may not be satisfied. In
this case, ρ ′ means that the rule shall be applied in the SPO-style of replacement [10], i.e., first to remove
the dangling edges, and, afterwards application of the rule in the DPO style. Note that this style of
replacement also can be described by a DPO-program that fixes a match for the rule, deletes the dangling
edges, and afterwards applies the rule at the match. The proceeding can be extended to sets of rules: For
a rule set S , S ′ = {ρ ′ | ρ ∈S }.
Interface & markings. Rules with interfaces enable the control over marking and unmarking of ele-
ments in a typed graph and are capable of handling the markings over transformation steps. The left in-
terface restricts the application of the rule to a previously marked context: Given a morphism g : X →֒G,
the application is restricted to those morphisms g′ : L →֒G that fit to g, i.e. g = g′ ◦x. The right interface
restricts the application of the next rule: By the morphism h : Y →֒ H , the next rule can only be applied
at Y . Instead of rules with interfaces in the sense of [17], we could use markings as, e.g., in [7, 18].
We have decided to use the interfaces instead of markings, because we have nested markings and the
description of markings by morphisms makes transparent what happens.
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Typed graph programs are made of sets of typed rules with interface, non-deterministic choice {P,Q},
sequential composition 〈P;Q〉, the try-statement try P, and the as long as possible iteration P ↓.
Definition 6 (typed graph programs). The set of (typed graph) programs with interface X , Prog(X),
is defined inductively:
(1) Every typed rule ρ with interface X (and Y ) is in Prog(X).
(2) If P,Q ∈ Prog(X), then {P,Q} is in Prog(X).
(3) If P ∈ Prog(X) and Q ∈ Prog(Y ), then 〈P;Q〉 ∈ Prog(X).
(4) If P ∈ Prog(X), then try P, and P ↓ are in Prog(X).
The statement Skip denotes the identity rule idX = 〈X ←֓ X →֒ X〉.
The semantics of a program P with interface X , denoted by JPK, is a set of triples such that, for all
〈g,h, i〉 ∈ JPK, the domain of g and i is X and the codomain of h and i is equal:
(1) JρK as in Definition 5,
(2) J{P,Q}K = JPK∪ JQK,
(3) J〈P;Q〉K = {〈g1,h2, i2◦i1〉 | 〈g1,h1, i1〉∈JPK,〈g2,h2, i2〉∈JQK, h1 = g2},
(4) Jtry PK = {〈g,h, i〉 | 〈g,h, i〉 ∈ JPK}∪{〈g,g, id〉 | ∄h.〈g,h, i〉 ∈ JPK},





j with P0 = Skip, P j = 〈Fix(P);P j−1〉 for j > 0 and JFix(P)K = {〈g,h ◦ i, id〉 |
〈g,h, i〉 ∈ JPK}. Instead of 〈g,h, i〉 ∈ JPK, we write g⇒P,i h or short g⇒P h.
In the following, we consider the basic transformations [6]. The construction Shift “shifts” existential
conditions over morphisms into a disjunction of existential application conditions. This can be done
because the category of typed graphs has an E ′−M -factorization. The construction Left “shifts” a right
application condition over a rule into a left application condition. Constraints can be integrated into left
application conditions of a rule such that every transformation is condition-preserving.
Lemma 1 (Shift,Left,Pres). In an M -adhesive category C with E ′−M pair factorization, there are
constructions Shift, Left, and Pres such that the following holds. For each condition d over P and every
morphism b : P →֒ R,n : R →֒ H , n◦b |= d ⇐⇒ n |= Shift(b,d). For each rule p = 〈L ←֓ K →֒ R〉 and
each condition ac over R, for each G⇒p,g,h H , g |= Left(p,ac) ⇐⇒ h |= ac. For each rule ρ and each
condition d, a condition ac = Pres(ρ ,d) can be constructed such that the rule 〈p,ac〉 is d-preserving, i.e.,
for all g⇒〈ρ ,ac〉 h, g |= d implies h |= d.
A pair (a′,b′) of morphisms is jointly surjective if for each x ∈ R′ there is a preimage y∈ R with a′(y) = x
or z ∈C with b′(z) = x. For a rule p = 〈L ←֓ K →֒ R〉, p−1 = 〈R ←֓ K →֒ L〉 denotes the inverse rule. For
L′⇒p R
′ with intermediate graph K′, 〈L′ ←֓ K′ →֒ R′〉 is the derived rule.














F = {(a′,b′) | b′ ◦a = a′ ◦b, a′,b′ inj, (a′,b′) jointly surjective}







Left(p,∃ (a,ac)) := ∃(a′,Left(p′,ac)) if p−1 is applicable w.r.t. the mor-
phism a, p′ := 〈L′ ←֓ K′ →֒ R′〉 is the derived rule, and false, otherwise.
Left(p,¬ac):=¬Left(p,ac). Left(p,∧i∈Iaci) := ∧i∈ILeft(p,aci).
Pres(ρ ,d) := Shift(A →֒ L,d)⇒ Left(ρ ,Shift(A →֒ R,d).
Example 2. Let ρ = 〈 Pl Tk ⇒ Pl Tktok 〉 be a rule, d = ∄( Tk PlPl toktok ) be a constraint,
and bL and bR be the morphisms from the empty graph to the left- and right-hand side of the rule,
respectively. Then we have the following.




)∧ . . .




)∧ . . .
Left(ρ ,Shift(bR,d)) = ∄( Pl1
Tk
2
Pltok )∧ . . .









Pltok )∧ . . .
If the rule ρ is equipped with the application condition Pres(ρ ,d), we obtain the rule ρ ′= 〈ρ ,Pres(ρ ,d)〉,
restricting the applicability of the rule to those matches satisfying the application condition and preserv-
ing the constraint d. The application condition is satisfied if the rule is applied to an occurrence of a
graph with Tk-node hat does not have incoming containment edges from different Pl-nodes. (A node of
type Tk is said to be Tk-node.)
3 Repair programs
In this section, we introduce repair programs and show some repair results for repair programs.
A repair program for a constraint is a graph program with the property that there exists a derivation and
the application to any graph yields a graph satisfying the constraint. More generally, we consider repair
programs for conditions.
Definition 7 (repair programs). A (typed) program P is a (typed) repair program for a constraint d if,
for all (typed) graphs G, ∃G⇒P H and ∀G⇒P H , H |= d. A program P with interface A is a repair
program for a condition ac over A, if, for all injective morphisms g : A →֒ G, ∃g⇒P,i h and ∀g⇒P,i h,
h◦ i |= ac.
Example 3. For the constraint d (see below), intuitively meaning, there do not exist two parallel edges
of type tok between a Pl-node and a Tk-node, the program Pd is a repair program for d.
d = ∄( Pl Tk
tok
tok
) Pd = 〈 Pl Tk
tok
tok
⇒ Pl Tktok 〉 ↓
It works as follows: whenever there are two parallel tok-edges, Pd deletes one of the two tok-edges as
long as possible.
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We look for stable, maximally preserving, and terminating repair programs. A repair program is stable,
if it does nothing whenever the condition is already satisfied, maximally preserving, if, informally, items
are preserved whenever possible (see [21]), terminating if the relation⇒ is terminating.
We start with basic conditions of the form ∃a (or ∄a) with morphism a : A →֒C. For basic conditions,
we construct so-called repairing sets from the morphism of the condition and repair programs based on
the repairing set using the try -statement and the as-long-as-possible iteration, respectively.
Lemma 2 (basic repair). For basic conditions, there are repair programs.
Construction 2. For a real morphism a : A →֒C, the programs P∃a and P∄a are constructed as follows.




a↓ with Sa = {〈a,C⇒ B,b〉 | A →֒
b B⊂C and (*)}
where ac = Shift(A →֒ B,∄a), acB=
∧
B⊂B′⊆C ∄B
′, (*) if EC ⊃ EA then |VC| = |VB|, |EC| = |EB|+
1 else |VC|= |VB|+1, and
′ denotes the dangling edges operator.
The rules in Ra are of the form B⇒ C where A ⊆ B ⊂ C. They possess an application condition ac
requiring the condition ∄a, shifted from A to B, and the application condition acB requiring that no larger
subgraph B′ of C occurs. The rules in Sa are of the form C ⇒ B where A ⊆ B ⊂ C such that, if the
number of edges in C is larger than the one in A, they delete one edge and no node, and delete a node,
otherwise. By B⊂C, both rule sets do not contain identical rules.
Example 4. Consider the condition d = ∃b with b : Pl →֒ Pl Tktok , intuitively meaning that, when-
ever there is a place there exists a token and a connecting containment edge. Application of the Construc-
tion 2 yields a rule set Rb with two rules.
Rb =
{
ρ1 = 〈 x1, Pl ⇒ Pl Tk
tok ,∄ Pl Tk ,y1 〉
ρ2 = 〈 x2, Pl Tk ⇒ Pl Tk
tok ,∄ Pl Tktok ∧∄ Tk Pl Tktok ,y2 〉
where x1 : Pl →֒ Pl , y1 : Pl →֒ Pl Tk
tok , x2 : Pl →֒ Pl Tk , and y2 : Pl →֒ Pl Tk
tok . The
rule ρ1 requires a node of type Pl and attaches a node of type Tk and a connecting containment edge,
provided that there do not exist a Pl-node and a Tk-node. The second rule ρ2 requires an occurrence of
a Pl- and a Tk-node and inserts a connecting containment edge, provided there is no containment edge
from the occurrence of the Pl-node to the image of Tk-node, and there is no containment edge to another
Tk-node. By Lemma 2 resp. Theorem 1(2), Pd = try Rb is a repair program for d = ∃b.
Conditions with alternating quantifiers ending with true or of the form ∃(a,∄b) or ∄b are proper.
A proper condition of the form ∀(a,c) and ∃(a,c) that ends with true is universal and existential,
respectively. A condition of the form ∃a (∄a) is positive (negative).
∃(a1,∀(a2,∃(a3, . . . ,true) ∃(a1,∀(a2,∃(a3, . . . ,false)









For proper conditions, a repair program can be constructed.
Theorem 1 (Repair I). There is a repair program for proper conditions.
Construction 3. For proper conditions d, the repair program Pd is constructed inductively as follows.
(1) For d = true, Pd = Skip.
(2) For d = ∃a, Pd = try Ra.
(3) For d = ∄a, Pd = S
′
a↓.
(4) For d = ∃(a,c), Pd = P∃a;〈Mark(a);Pc;Unmark(a)〉.
(5) For d = ∀(a,c), Pd = 〈Mark(a,¬c);Pc;Unmark(a)〉↓.
where a : A →֒C is real, Ra and S
′
a are the sets according to Construction 2, and Pc is a repair program
for c with interfaces C. Mark(a) = 〈a, idC〉 is the rule with left interface a and identical plain rule idC =
〈C ←֓ C →֒C〉. Given an occurrence of A, it is used for a marking of an occurrence of C, extending the
occurrence of A. Similar, Mark(a,ac) = 〈a, idC,ac〉 is used for marking an occurrence of C satisfying the
condition ac. Unmark(a) = 〈idC,a〉 is the identical plain rule with right interface a, used for unmarking
the occurrence of C.
Example 5. Given the constraint d = ∀( Pl ,∃ Pl Tktok ), meaning that, for each place, there exists
a token, a repair program for d can be constructed according to Theorem 1. The constraint d is of the
form ∀(a,c) with morphism a : /0 →֒ Pl and condition c = ∃ Pl →֒ Pl Tktok . By Theorem 1(5),
Pd = 〈Mark(a,¬c);Pc;Unmark(a)〉 ↓. The condition c is of the form ∃b. By Repair Theorem 1(2), the
repair program for c is Pc = try Rb, where Rb is the rule set from Example 4. The program Pd marks an
occurrence of a Pl-node without connecting containment edge to a Tk-node. The program Pc tries to add
a Tk-node and the containment edge, provided there do not exist a Pl-node and a Tk-node, and to add a
containment edge between a Pl- and Tk-node, provided that there does not exist such an edge to another
Tk-node. Finally the marked part is unmarked. This is done as long as possible. Whenever no further
application is possible, the constraint d is satisfied.
The constructed programs are increasing (decreasing): A program P is decreasing (increasing) if all rules
in P are decreasing (increasing). A rule ρ = 〈L ←֓ K →֒ R,ac〉 is decreasing if L⊃ K ∼= R and increasing
if L∼= K ⊂ R.
Fact 1. For negative conditions, the repair program is decreasing. For positive, existential, and universal
conditions, the repair program is increasing.
Proof (of Theorem 1). In [7, Theorem 1] the statement is proven for graphs. The statement also holds
for typed graphs: For every morphism a : A →֒ C, and every proper subgraph B of C, define typeB =
typeC ◦ incB, where for B⊆C, incB (short iB) denotes the inclusion of B in C. Then typeA = typeB ◦ incA
and the rules B⇒C ∈Ra and C⇒ B ∈Sa consist of typed graph morphisms. In this way the graphs in
the rules in Ra and Sa become typed. The typing of the conditions is a direct consequence. ✷
Remark. Theorem 1 could be formulated for a larger class of conditions. In Construction 3, it is not
necessary that the condition c in a condition ∃(a,c) (or ∀(a,c)) is proper. The construction of a repair
program can be done provided that there exists a repair program for c. Properness only guarantees the
existence of a repair program.
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In the following, we consider conjunctions of conditions. We try to construct a repair program for a
conjunction from the repair programs of the conditions in the conjunction.
Given a conjunction d of conditions, we proceed as follows.
(1) Try to find a “preserving sequentialization” d1, . . . ,dn of d.
(2) Construct repair programs P1, . . . ,Pn for d1, . . . ,dn.
(3) Compose the repair programs to a repair program P = 〈P1; . . . ;Pn〉 for d.
1. For a conjunction of negative (positive) conditions, this is very simple. We take any sequentialization
of the negative (positive) conditions and consider the sequential composition of the corresponding repair
programs. This works because, for negative (positive) conditions, the repair programs are decreasing
(increasing), and every sequence of decreasing (increasing) repair programs “preserves” the preceding
negative (positive) conditions.
2. For conjunctions of universal conditions, this is not so easy: In general, not every sequentialization
is preserving. Consider, e.g., the constraints d1 = ∀( • ,∃ • ) and d2 = ∀( • ,∃ • • ) with the
repair programs P1 and P2 constructed according to Construction 3. For the sequentialization d1,d2, the
program P2 does not preserve the constraint d1: For a node with loop satisfying d1 the program P2 adds
a new node and a connecting edge. The new node does not have a loop, i.e., the resulting graph does not
satisfy d1. For the sequentialization d2,d1, the program P1 preserves the constraint d2.
3. Moreover, sometimes there is no preserving sequentialization. Consider, e.g., d1 = ∀( • ,∃ • • )
and d2 = ∀( • • ,∃ • • • ) with the repair programs P1 and P2 constructed according to Con-
struction 3. The condition d1∧d2 is satisfiable: the graph • • • satisfies d1∧d2. Then P2 does not
preserve d1 and P1 does not preserve d2: Application of P2 to • • |= d1 yields to • • • 6|= d1
and application of P1 to • |= d2 yields to • • 6|= d2.
For this proceeding, preservation of conditions is essential: Whenever a condition is satisfied, it shall be
preserved in the following.
Definition 8 (preservation). A program P is d-preserving if every rule in P is d-preserving.
Lemma 3 (preservation). For every program P and every d, there is a d-preserving program Pd.
Construction 4. Pd : replace all rules ρ in P by 〈ρ ,Pres(ρ ,d)〉 (Construction 1).
Proof. By Construction 1, all rules in Pd are d-preserving, thus, the program is d-preserving. ✷
In the following, we consider a sequence of conditions together with their repair programs.
Convention. Let ds = d1, . . . ,dn, Ps = P1, . . .Pn, and Pi be a repair program for di, respectively.
A sequence of programs is preserving if for each natural number k, the respective repair program Pk
preserves all preceding conditions, i.e. P1 is a repair program for d1, P2 is a repair program for d2 and
d1-preserving, P3 is a repair program for d3 and d1∧d2-preserving, and so on.
Definition 9 (preservation). The sequence Ps is ds-preserving (and the sequence ds is preserving) if,




We show that sequences of repair programs for sequences of conditions can be sequentially composed to
a repair program for the conjunction, provided that the sequences of conditions is preserving.
Lemma 4 (preserving repair). If d1, . . . ,dn-preserving, then 〈P1; . . . ;Pn〉 is a repair program for ∧
n
i=1di.
Proof. By induction on the number n of conditions with the repair programs. For n=1, by Theo-
rem 1, P1 is a repair program for d1. Inductive hypothesis: If P2, . . . ,Pn is d1, . . . ,dn-preserving, then
P = 〈P1; . . . ;Pn〉 is a repair program for the conjunction ∧
n
i=1di. Inductive step: For n = n + 1, let
P2, . . . ,Pn+1 be d1, . . . ,dn+1-preserving. Then P2, . . . ,Pn is d1, . . .dn-preserving and, by induction hypoth-
esis, the program P = 〈P1; . . . ;Pn〉 is a repair program for the conjunction d = ∧
n
i=1di. Moreover, Pn+1 is
a d-preserving repair program for dn+1. Consequently, for every transformation g⇒P gn⇒Pn+1 h, gn |= d
and h |= ∧n+1i=1 di. Thus, 〈P1; . . . ;Pn+1〉 is a repair program for ∧
n+1
i=1 di. ✷
A sequence ds of conditions is negative (or positive, or universal) if all conditions in it have the property.
For a sequence of negative (or positive) conditions, the sequence Ps of repair programs is ds-preserving.
Fact 2. If ds is negative (or positive), then Ps is ds-preserving.
In the following, we consider a conjunction of negative and universal conditions. Let e1 be the conjunc-
tion of negative and e2 the conjunction of universal conditions. By Fact 2, every sequence ds1 of negative
conditions is preserving and, by Lemma 4, the sequential composition Q1 = 〈P1; . . . ;Pk〉 of the repair pro-
grams forms a repair program for e1. In general, not every sequentialization ds2 of universal conditions
is preserving. We have to require preservation. In the case of preservation, the sequential composition
Q2 = 〈Pk+1; . . . ;Pn〉 of the repair programs forms a repair program for e2. But the repair program Q2 may
be not e1-preserving. By Lemma 5 below, Q2 can be modified to an e1-preserving repair program Q
′e1
2
for e2. The idea is to delete all occurrences of the morphism a of the universal condition ∀(a,c), which
violate the condition c. Given a universal condition, we mark an occurrence of the morphism violating
the condition, then the occurrence of the morphism at that position is deleted. To mark the morphism at
that position, we modify the left interface to the identity of the codomain of the morphism. For a conjunc-
tion of universal conditions, an e1-preserving repair program can be constructed from the e1-preserving
program by destroying all non-repaired occurrences of all the universal conditions. By Lemma 4, the
program 〈Q1,Q
′e1
2 〉 becomes a repair program for e1∧ e2.
A conjunction is negative (universal) if all conditions in the conjunction are negative (universal).
Lemma 5 (preserving repair program). If Q2 is a repair program for a preserving universal conjunc-
tion e2 and e1 is a negative conjunction, then there is an e1-preserving repair program Q
′e1
2 for e2.





and S ida is obtained from Sa by replacing the left interface morphism a : A →֒ C by the identity
id : C →֒ C. For a preserving conjunction e2 of universal conditions with sequentialization d1, . . . ,dn




1 ; . . . ;P
′e1
n 〉.
Proof. 1. For a universal condition ∀(a,c) with a : A →֒C, the programs P and Pe1 are increasing. By
the e1-preserving application condition, whenever the increasing program P
e1 is not a repair program,
the condition c is not satisfied, and the decreasing program Pid∄a becomes applicable and destroys all
occurrences that do not satisfy the condition c. Since e1 is a conjunction of negative conditions, P
id
∄a
is d1-preserving. Consequently, P
′e1 is e1-preserving. Then P
′e1 is a repair program for d: For every
occurrence of a, the occurrence is either (1) repaired by Pe1 or (2) destroyed by Pid∄a.
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2. By assumption, d1, . . . ,dn is preserving. Moreover, for i = 1, . . . ,n, Pi is repair program for di and,
by Lemma 5.1, P
′e1





1 ; . . . ;P
′e1
n 〉 is a repair program for ∧
n
i=1di = e2. Since all programs in the sequential
composition are e1-preserving, the program Q
′e1
2 is e1-preserving. Consequently, every transformation
g⇒Q m is of the form g⇒Q1 h⇒Q′e22
m. Since Q1 is a repair program for e1, h |= e1. Since Q
′e2
2 is the
e1-preserving repair program for e2, m |= e1∧ e2. Thus, Q is a repair program for e1∧ e2. ✷
Fact 3 (composition). For arbitrary conditions e1,e2, the following holds. If Q1 is a repair program for
e1 and Q
′e1
2 be an e1-preserving repair program for e2, then 〈Q1,Q
′e1
2 〉 a repair program for e1∧ e2.
A sequence ds = d1, . . . ,dn is negative (or positive, or existential, or universal) if all di are negative
(or positive, or existential, or universal). In the following, ds1 = d1, . . . ,dk, ds2 = dk+1, . . . ,dn with
conjunction e1 = ∧
k
i=1di and e2 = ∧
n
i=k+1di.
The following theorem says under which conditions a repair program for a conjunction of conditions can
be constructed from the repair programs of its components.
Theorem 2 (Repair II). There is a repair program P for a conjunction d = ∧ni=1di of conditions pro-
vided that d is satisfiable, there are repair programs P1, . . . ,Pn for d1, . . . ,dn, respectively, and there is a
sequentialization ds = d1, . . . ,dn, and
1. ds is negative, or positive, or preserving,
2. ds1 is positive, and ds2 is existential (or universal) & preserving.
3. ds1 is negative, and ds2 is universal & preserving.
Construction 6.
1. For negative (or positive, or preserving) ds, let P = 〈P1; . . . ;Pn〉.
2. For positive ds1, universal (or existential) & preserving ds2, let P = 〈Q1;Q2〉.
3. For negative ds1, universal & preserving ds2, let P = 〈Q1;Q
′e1
2 〉.





k+1; . . . ;P
′e1
n 〉 where e1=∧
k
i=1 di and e2 = ∧
n
i=k+1di.
Example 6. Consider the constraints d1 = ∄( Tk PlPl
toktok ) and d2 = ∀( Pl ,∃( Pl Tk
tok ))
(see Example 5). By Theorem 1, there are repair programs
P1 = 〈 Tk PlPl
toktok ⇒ Tk PlPl tok 〉 ↓
P2 = 〈Mark(a,¬c);try Rb;Unmark(a〉 ↓
where a : /0 →֒ Pl , c = ∃ Pl →֒ Pl Tktok , and Rb as in Example 4.
By Theorem 2, there is a repair program P = 〈P1;P
′d1
2 〉 for d = d1∧d2. By Lemma 3, the d1-preserving
version P
d1
2 of P2 is obtained from the repair program P2 by equipping each rule ρ inRb with appli-
cation condition Pres(ρ ,d1). For ρ2 ∈ Rb, ρ
′
2 = 〈ρ2,Pres(ρ2,d1)〉 = ∄( Tk PlPl
toktok ∧ . . . ⇒
∄( Pl Tk Pltok )∧ . . .. The program Pd12 is not a repair program for d2: P
d1
2 is not applicable to the
graph G: Pl Tk Pl
tok
and G 6|= d2.






∄a〉 for d2 where P
id
∄a is a slightly
modified version of the repair program P∄a for the condition ∄a. In more detail, the program looks
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as follows: Pid∄a = 〈Mark( Pl ,∄ Pl Tk
tok );〈x, Pl ⇒ /0〉′〉↓ where x is the identity x : Pl →֒ Pl .
The program marks an occurrence of the Pl-node without incoming containment edge from a Tk-node
and deletes (in SPO-style) the occurrence of the Pl-node; this is done as long as possible. In this way,
Pl-nodes not satisfying the condition c, are deleted. We obtain a repair program for d1∧d2.
Proof. 1. Let d1, . . . ,dn be negative (positive). Then the repair programs P1, . . . ,Pn are decreasing
(increasing) and d1, . . . ,dn is preserving. Then, by Lemma 4, 〈P1; . . . ;Pn〉 is a repair program for ∧
n
i=1di.
2. Let d1, . . . ,dk be positive and dk+1, . . . ,dn universal (or existential) and preserving. By Theorem 2.1
there are repair programs Q1 = 〈P1; . . . ;Pk〉 and Q2 = 〈Pk+1; . . . ;Pn〉 for e1 = ∧
k
i=1di and e2 = ∧
n
i=k+1di,




3. Let d1, . . . ,dk be negative and dk+1, . . . ,dn universal and preserving. By Theorem 2.1 there are repair
programs Q1 = 〈P1; . . . ;Pk〉 and Q2 = 〈Pk+1; . . . ;Pn〉 for e1 = ∧
k





2 is the e1-preserving repair program for e2. By Fact 3, 〈Q1;Q
′e1
2 〉 is a repair program for
e1∧ e2 =
∧n


































Figure 4: Illustration of the proof of Theorem 2.3
In the following, we consider disjunctive conditions, i.e. disjunctions of conditions. Whenever there
exists a repair program for one of the subconditions, this repair program can be used for the disjunctive
conditions as well. Every repair program for a condition is also a repair program for the corresponding
disjunctive condition.
Theorem 3 (Repair III).
1. If P is a repair program for d and d⇒ d′, then P is a repair program for d′.
2. Every repair program for d1 is repair program for
∨n
i=1 di.
3. If P1, . . . ,Pn are repair programs for d1, . . . ,dn, then {P1, . . . ,Pn} is a repair program for
∨n
i=1 di.
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Proof. 1. If P is a repair program for d and d⇒ d′, then for every transformation g⇒P h, h |= d⇒ d
′,
i.e., P is a repair program for d′. 2. By d1⇒
∨n





i=1 di and by statement 1 and 2, {P1, . . . ,Pn} is a repair program for
∨n
i=1 di ✷
There are repair programs for a large class of conditions: for all proper and generalized-proper ones,
preserving conjunctions, and disjunctions. In this context, a condition is said to be generalized proper, if
it is obtained form a proper one by replacing a subcondition by a condition (over the same graph) with a
repair program.
Definition 10 (generalized proper). Let d = Q(a,c) be a proper condition. A generalized proper
condition d′ = [c/c′] is obtained by replacing c with a condition c′, provided there exists a repair program
for c′.
Definition 11 (legit conditions). The class of legit conditions is defined inductively as follows.
(1) If d is proper or generalized proper, then d is legit.
(2) If d1, . . . ,dn are legit and preserving, then
∧n
i=1 di is legit.
(3) If d1 is legit, then
∨n
i=1 di is legit.
Theorem 4 (Repair for legit conditions). For legit conditions, there is a repair program.
Proof. By induction of the structure of conditions. Let d be legit.
(1) If d is proper, then, by Theorem 1, there is a repair program for d.
If d is generalized proper, then d is of the form Q(a,c) where c is legit. By induction, there is a repair
program for c. By a generalized Theorem 1, there is a repair program for d. (2) Let ds = d1, . . . ,dn are
legit and ds preserving. By induction hypothesis, there are repair programs for d1, . . . ,dn. By Theorem 2,
there is a repair program for the conjunction
∧n
i=1. (3) Let d1 be legit. By induction hypothesis, there is a
repair program for d1. By Theorem 3, there is a repair program for
∨n
i=1 di. This completes the inductive
proof. ✷
As a consequence of Construction 3, we obtain the following.
Lemma 6 (program properties). The repair programs for proper conditions based on Construction 3
are (1) stable, (2) maximally preserving, (3) and terminating.
Proof. Let d be a proper condition and Pd the program in Construction 3. (1) By the application condition
ac = Shift(A →֒ B,∄a), a rule in Ra can only be applied, iff the condition is not satisfied. By the
semantics of Skip,try , and ↓, the repair programs are stable. The proof of (2) and (3) can be found in
[21] and [7], respectively. ✷
Lemma 7 (program properties). The repair programs for legit conditions as above are stable and
terminating.
Proof. By induction on the structure of conditions. Let d be a legit condition and Pd be the corresponding
repair program.
(1) If d is proper, then by Lemma 6, the repair program Pd is stable and terminating. If d is generalized
proper, then, by induction hypothesis, Pd is stable and terminating.
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(2) By induction hypothesis, Pi, P
e1





k+1; . . . ;P
′e1






∄a, j〉, is (a) stable and (b) terminating: (a)
By Construction, Pid∄a, j is only applicable, iff the condition is not satisfied. By the semantics of ↓, it is
stable. (b) By Construction, Pid∄a, j is decreasing, consequently it is terminating. Consequently, 〈Q1;Q
′e1
2 〉
is stable and terminating.
(3) If d =
∨n
i di, then, by induction hypothesis, P1 is stable and terminating. Consequently, {P1, . . . ,Pn}
is stable and terminating. ✷
Remark (Implementation). The approach to graph repair has been implemented in ENFORCE+.
4 Application to meta-modeling
The standard tool for model-driven engineering is the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). In [2], an
EMF model graph is defined as a typed graph, representing the model, satisfying the following conditions:
No node has more than one container. There are no two parallel edges of the same type. No cycles of
containment occur. For all edges in the opposite edges relation, there exists an edge in opposite direction.
Definition 12 (EMF-model graph). A typed graph G is an EMF-model graph, if it satisfies the following
conditions:
1. At most one container ∀e1,e2 ∈CG. tG(e1) = tG(e2) implies e1 = e2
2. No containment cycle ∀v ∈VG. (v,v) 6∈ contG
3. No parallel edges ∀e1,e2 ∈ EG. sG(e1) = sG(e2), tG(e1) = tG(e2), and
typeEG(e1) = typeEG(e2) implies e1 = e2


















The set CG denotes the set of edges in G which are typed by a containment edge. contG ⊆VG×VG is the
containment relation induced by the set C ⊆ ET : If e ∈C and v1 ≤ s(e),v2 ≤ t(e), then (v1,v2) ∈ contG.
If (v1,v2),(v2,v3) ∈ contG, then (v1,v3) ∈ contG.
The conditions are said to be EMF-constraints.
The second constraint is a monadic second order constraint. Instead of it, we consider the constraint “No
containment cycle of length ≤ k” for a fixed natural number k. The resulting constraints, called EMFk
constraints, are first-order constraints and can be expressed by typed graph constraints [6].
Fact 4 (EMFk -constraints). For the EMFk -constraints, there is a schema of typed graph constraints:
1. At most one container ∄ A BC
2. No containment cycle





i=1 ∄ A B
i
3. No parallel edges ∄ A B
t
t
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where A,B,C,t,t1,t2 are node and edge types, respectively, edges without type are arbitrary typed, and
i denotes a path of containment edges of length i.
The first constraint requires that there are no two different containment edges with a common target.
The second constraint requires that there are no loops and no cycles of length ≤ k. The third constraint
requires, that there are no parallel edges of the same type. The fourth constraint requires that, if there
is an opposite-edge marking between an A-typed and a B-typed node with type requirement t1,t2, there
exists already one edge e1 with the type t1, then an opposite edge with type t2 in opposite direction should
exist.
Fact 5. The instances of EMFk constraints are negative or universal. Every conjunction of EMFk con-
straint instances is satisfiable. Every sequence of instances of one EMFk constraint is preserving.
Lemma 8 (preservation). Every conjunction of instances of an EMFk constraint is preserving.
Proof. The instances of the first three EMFk constraints are negative; thus, each conjunction of them
is preserving. The instances of the forth EMFk constraint are universal; by induction on the number of
constraints, it can be shown that each conjunction is preserving. ✷
Let emfk1,emfk2 be conjunctions of EMFk constraints. An EMFk model repair program for
〈emfk1,emfk2〉 is an emfk1-preserving repair program for emfk2. An EMFk model completion program
is an EMF model repair program for true and for the conjunction of all EMFk constraints. A repair
program P for a constraint e is stable if, for all transformations L⇒P M, L |= e implies L∼= M, i.e., they
do not change the the graph provided the constraint e is satisfied.
Theorem 5 (EMFk model repair & completion). Let emfk1 is a conjunction of negative EMFk con-
straints, emfk2 a conjunction of negative or universal and preserving EMFk constraints, and emfk the
conjunction of all EMFk constraints.
1. There is a model-repair program for 〈emfk1,emfk2〉.
2. There is a model-completion program.






M |= emfk1∧ emfk2
Figure 5: Illustration of EMFk model repair
Proof. 1. By Theorem 1, there are repair program Q1,Q2 for emfk1,emfk2, respectively. By Lemma 8,
every conjunction emfk1 and emfk2 is preserving. Consequently, Lemma 4 can be applied and there is
an emfk1-preserving repair program Q
′ emfk1
2 for emfk2, and by Fact 3, 〈Q1,Q
′ emfk1
2 〉 is a repair program
for emfk1∧ emfk2.
2. The statement is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1.
3. The statement follows immediately from Construction 3. ✷
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Remark ((OCL-)Constraints). By the repair results on typed graphs, (model) repair and completion
can be done for other constraints satisfying the requirements in Theorem 2, e.g., for first-order
(OCL-)constraints.
Inspecting the EMFk repair (completion) program, it turns out that the program deletes and adds an edge,
but it does not change the number of nodes.
Fact 6 (preservation of the number of nodes). The application of the EMFk repair (completion) pro-
gram does not change the number of nodes.
There is a close relationship between EMFk and EMF. For an EMFk constraint emfk, emf denotes the
more rigorous EMF constraint requiring no containment cycles and, for an EMF-constraint emf, emfk
denotes the weaker EMFk constraint emf requiring no containment cycles of length ≤ k.
Fact 7 (EMFk -EMF). For typed graphs L of node size ≤ k, L |= emfk iff L |= emf.
As a consequence, we obtain the following statement for EMF model repair & completion.
Let emf1,emf2 be conjunctions of EMF constraints. There is EMF model repair for a typed graph L |=
emf1 and emf2 if there is a program P such that, for all transformations L⇒P M, M |= emf1∧emf2. There
is an EMF model completion for a typed graph L if there is a program P such that, for all transformations
L⇒P M, M is an EMF-model graph. Model repair and completion for a constraint e are stable if, for all
typed graphs L |= e, all repairs (completions) yield a typed graph isomorphic to L.
Theorem 6 (EMF model repair & completion). Let emf1 is a conjunction of negative EMF-constraints,
emf2 a conjunction of negative or universal and preserving EMF-constraints, and emfk the conjunction
of all EMFk constraints.
1. There is a EMF model repair for all typed graphs L |= emf1 and emfk2.
2. There is a EMF model completion for all typed graphs L.






L M |= emfk1∧ emfk2





Figure 6: Relation on emf and emfk
Proof. 1. For a typed graph L of node size k satisfying emf1 and emf2, we take the EMFk repair program
P for 〈emfk1,emfk2〉 and apply it to L. By Fact 7, L |= emf1 implies L |= emfk1. By Theorem 2, the
application of P to L yields a typed graph M satisfying emfk1∧ emfk2. The program does not change the
number of nodes, i.e., M is a typed graph with k nodes. By Fact 7, M satisfies emf1∧ emf2.
2. For a typed graph L of node size k, we take the EMFk -completion program and apply it to L yielding
an EMFk -model graph M, i.e, a typed graph M satisfying emfk. The program does not change the
number of nodes, i.e., M is a typed graph with k nodes. By Fact 7, M satisfies emf1∧ emf2.
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3. By Theorem 5, the EMFk -model repair and completion programs are stable, i.e., for all transforma-
tions L⇒P M, L |= e implies L ∼= M. Applying the programs to a typed graph, the property remains
preserved. ✷
Remark (Repair of other structures). In this section, the results in Section 3 are applied to meta-
modeling: typed graphs are repair w.r.t. EMF constraints. Obviously, typed graphs can also repaired
w.r.t. other constraints, e.g. OCL-graph constraints as considered in [20]. Note that the presented results
hold in every M -adhesive category with E ′-M -pair factorization. As a consequence, we can do repair
for high-level structures and high-level constraints [4].
Remark (Model generation). In model generation, given a meta-model, one tries to find some (all)
instances of the meta-model. Model generation may be seen as a special case of model completion
applying the program: For a fixed k, the application of the EMFk model completion program to the
empty typed graph yields EMFk model graphs. By Fact 6, every EMFk model graph with node size ≤ k
is an EMF model graph. In this way, we obtain some instances of the meta-model.
5 Related work
In this section, we present some related concepts on model repair, for which there is a wide variety of dif-
ferent approaches. Recently, there has been a sophisticated survey on different model repair techniques,
and a feature-based classfication of these approaches, see [11]. In their sense, our approach is stable (see
Theorem 5.3).
In Schneider et al. 2019 [22], a logic-based incremental approach to graph repair is presented, gen-
erating a sound and complete (upon termination) overview of least changing repairs. The graph repair
algorithm takes a graph and a first-order (FO) graph constraint as inputs and returns a set of graph repairs.
Given a condition and a graph, they compute a set of symbolic models, which cover the semantics of a
graph condition. Both approaches are proven to be correct, i.e. the repair (programs) yield to a graph
satisfying the condition. The delta-based repair algorithm takes the graph update history explicitly into
account, i.e. the approach is dynamic. In contrast, our approach is static, i.e., we first construct a repair
program, then apply this program to an arbitrary graph. The repair algorithm does not terminate, if the
repair updates trigger each other ad infinitum. Here, we have constructed terminating repair programs.
In Biermann et al. 2012 [2], for EMF model transformations, consistent transformations are defined.
For a set of rules, they slightly modify them, to get so-called consistent transformation rules. This way, a
direct transformation step applied at an EMF model yields an EMF model graph again. In our approach,
a direct transformation step leads to typed graphs. We use the repair program to complete the typed graph
to an EMF model graph.
In Nassar et al. 2017 [13], a rule-based approach to support the modeler in automatically trimming and
completing EMF models is presented. For that, repair rules are automatically generated from multiplicity
constraints imposed by a given meta-model. The rule schemes are carefully designed to preserve the EMF
model constraints. One can use the approach in this paper to transform a typed graph to an EMFk model
graph, then, one can use the approach of [13], to transform an EMF model graph to an EMF model graph,
satisfying additional multiplicity constraints.
In Nassar et al. 2020 [12], a method to simplify constraint-preserving application conditions is presented.
Their simplifications of the application conditions are based on three main concepts: (1) If the elements
which are deleted (or added) by a rule are type-disjoint with the types of the constraint, i.e. they share
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no types, the application condition simplifies to true, (2) For increasing (or decreasing) rules, and
positive (or negative) constraints, the application is true, (3) For negative constraints ∄C one may omit
the cases where C and the elements created by the rule overlap in at least one element. The simplified
application conditions are proven to be logically equivalent to the original application condition. The
results are proven to be correct for M -adhesive categories, and can be used to simplify the application
conditions needed for our construction of condition-preserving application conditions (Lemma 1), as
well. Furthermore, the EMF model constraints (Fact 4) are simplified by replacing every subcondition
violating the no parallel edge, and at most one container constraints with false.
In Kosiol et al. 2020 [9] two notions of consistency as a graduated property are introduced: consistency-
sustaining rules do not change the number of violations of a constraint in a graph, and consistency-
improving rule reduce the number of violations in a graph. The definition is based on the so-called
consistency index, given by the number of constraint violations in a graph, divided by the number of
“relevant occurrences” of the constraints in a graph. A transformation is consistency sustaining, if the
consistency index for the input graph is equal or less than the resulting graph, and consistency improv-
ing if the number of the violations in the resulting graph is smaller than in the input graph. A rule is
consistency sustaining, if all transformations are. A rule is consistency improving, if all applications of
the rule are consistency sustaining, there exists a graph with constraint violations, and a transformation,
such that the number of the violations in the resulting graph is smaller than in the input graph. A rule is
strongly consistency improving if all its applications to a graph with constraint violations is consistency
improving. In their setting, the rules derived from our approach are strongly consistency improving,
In Taentzer et al. 2017 [26], a designer can specify a set of so-called change-preserving rules, and a set
of edit rules. Each edit rule, which yields to an inconsistency, is then repaired by a set of repair rules. The
construction of the repair rules is based on the complement construction. It is shown, that a consistent
graph is obtained by the repair program, provided that each repair step is sequentially independent from
each following edit step, and each edit step can be repaired. The repaired models are not necessarily as
close as possible to the original model.
In Rabbi et al. 2015 [19], a model completion approach for predicates specified in the Diagrammic Pred-
icate Framework (DPF) is introduced. For every predicate in the model, they derive a set of completion
rules, by constructing the pullback of the instance, the meta-model and the graph of the condition. These
rules, applied as long as possible, yields a model which conforms to the predicate. In our approach, the
rules are derived from the constraint and the meta-model. In both approaches, the meta-model remains
unchanged.
In Wang 2016 [28], the semantics of the predicates in the DPF is specified as graph constraints, and a
model repair approach for these graph constraints is introduced. For constraints of the form ∀(L,∃R)
or ∀(L,∄R), repair rules are directly derived from the constraints. The construction is based on the
construction of subgraphs of L and R. For the constraint ∀(L,∃R), for each subgraph B, they derive
rules 〈B⇒ R,∄R〉 and 〈L⇒ B,∄R〉. For the constraint ∀(L,∄R), rules of the form 〈L⇒ B〉 are derived.
The performance of the approach has been optimized for practical application scenarios. In this work,
we have combined the programs for proper conditions to a repair program for conjunctions of proper
conditions. The properties of the repaired conditions remain preserved, whenever possible. If this is
not possible, we delete the occurrence. As far as we can see, the approach in [28] does not handle
conjunctions.
In Barriga et al 2019 [1], an algorithm for model repair based on EMF is presented, which relies on
reinforcement learning. For each error in the model, a so-called Q-table is constructed, storing a weight
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for each error, and repair action. This weight indicates how good a repair action is, depending on the
repair action and regarding the users preferences. The approach can repair errors provided by the EMF
diagnostician. The results are not proven but evaluated using mutation testing.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the theory of typed repair programs, applied it to EMFk -and EMF
model graph repair.
1. Typed graph repair. We have extended our results on graph repair to typed graphs. There are
repair programs for a large class of conditions, called legit conditions. Application of the repair
programs to an arbitrary typed graph yields a typed graph satisfying the condition.
2. EMFk model repair. For EMFk constraints, a first-order variant of EMF constraints, we present
stable EMFk model repair and completion programs. Application of these programs to any typed
graph yields a repaired typed graph and an EMFk model graph, respectively,
3. EMF model repair. These results are applied to the EMF world and yield to EMF model repair
and completion results.
Further topics may be the following.
1. Least changng repairs. Our repair programs induce repairs in the sense of Schneider et al. [22]. It
would be nice to show that these induced repairs are least changing repairs.
2. Redirection of edges. Our repair programs try to preserve items; if this is not possible, they delete
items. In Nassar et al. [13], multiplicity constraints are considered. In this context, they use the idea, to
redirect an edge instead of deleting it. How this can be included in our approach?
3. Generalization to attributed type graphs as e.g. in [20, 16].
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